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Abstract—We consider distributed convex optimization prob-
lems that involve a separable objective function and nontrivial
functional constraints, such as Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs).
We propose a decentralized and computationally inexpensive
algorithm which is based on the concept of approximate pro-
jections. Our algorithm is one of the consensus based methods
in that, at every iteration, each agent performs a consensus
update of its decision variables followed by an optimization
step of its local objective function and local constraints. Unlike
other methods, the last step of our method is not an Euclidean
projection onto the feasible set, but instead a subgradient step
in the direction that minimizes the local constraint violation.
We propose two different averaging schemes to mitigate the
disagreements among the agents’ local estimates. We show that
the algorithms converge almost surely, i.e., every agent agrees
on the same optimal solution, under the assumption that the
objective functions and constraint functions are nondifferentiable
and their subgradients are bounded. We provide simulation
results on a decentralized optimal gossip averaging problem,
which involves SDP constraints, to complement our theoretical
results.
I. INTRODUCTION
DECENTRALIZED optimization has been extensivelystudied in recent years due to a variety of applications
in machine learning, signal processing, and control for robotic
networks, sensor networks, power networks, and wireless com-
munication networks [1]–[5]. A number of problems arising
in these areas can be cast as distributed convex optimization
problems over multiagent networks, where individual agents
cooperatively try to minimize a common cost function over
a common constraint set in the absence of full knowledge
about the global problem structure. The main feature of
carrying these optimizations over networks is that the agents
can only communicate with their neighboring agents. This
communication structure can be cast as a graph, often directed
and/or time-varying.
The literature on distributed optimization methods is vast
and involves first-order methods in the primal domain, the dual
domain, augmented Lagrangian methods, or Newton methods,
to name a few. Here we discuss methods that are most closely
related to the method under consideration. Among those,
one of the most well-studied techniques are the so called
consensus-based optimization algorithms [6]–[23] (see also
the literature for the consensus problem itself [4], [5], [24]),
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where the goal is to repeatedly average the estimates of all
agents in a decentralized fashion in order to obtain a network-
wide consensus. Between the averaging steps, each agent
usually performs a single local optimization step. Overall, the
agents use their local information to cooperatively steer the
consensus point toward the optimal set of the global problem.
Decentralized algorithms that fall in this class of methods
can be distinguished based on which averaging scheme or
optimization method is used, and in which space (primal or
dual) the iterates are maintained. All these algorithms often
require expensive optimization steps or exact projections on a
complicated constraint set at every iteration. Such intensive
computations, however, require time and may shorten the
lifespan of certain systems, such as wireless sensor networks
or robotic networks.
In this work, we propose a new approximate projection
based decentralized algorithm and prove its convergence. Our
work in this paper is an extension of the author’s previous work
[25]. Specifically, we use the same local information exchange
model and gradient descent algorithm as in [25], but a different
projection method motivated by the work in [26]. In contrast
to [25], our contribution can be summarized as follows: (1)
Instead of using the Euclidean projection, we approximate it
by measuring the constraint violation and taking a subgradient
step minimizing this violation; (2) We show convergence under
milder assumptions. Specifically, we remove the smoothness
assumption in the objective functions; (3) We propose two
different averaging schemes to mitigate the disagreements
among the agents’ local estimates, one of which can lift the
doubly stochasticity assumption on the weight matrices.
Considering that projections have a closed form solution
only in a few special cases of constraints, our new algorithm
is more general and can be applied to a wider class of
problems including Semidefinite Programming (SDP), where
the constraints are represented by Linear Matrix Inequalities
(LMIs). It is well known that even finding a feasible point that
satisfies a handful of LMIs is a difficult problem on its own.
The work in this paper is also related to the centralized random
projection algorithms for convex constrained optimization [27]
and convex feasibility problems [28]. Other related works are
[29]–[31], where optimization problems with uncertain con-
straints have been considered by finding probabilistic feasible
solutions through random sampling of constraints.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
formulate the optimization problem under consideration and
discuss specific problems of interest. In Section III, we provide
our decentralized algorithm based on random approximate
projections, discuss the communication scheme employed by
the agents, state assumptions and the main results of this paper.
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2In Section IV, we first review some necessary results and
lemmas from existing literature, provide proofs of required
lemmas, and then present the proofs of the main results
discussed in Section III. In Section V, we present simulation
results for a decentralized SDP problem, which is optimal
decentralized gossip averaging. We conclude the paper with
some comments in Section VI.
Notation: All vectors are viewed as column vectors. We
write x> to denote the transpose of a vector x. The scalar
product of two vectors x and y is 〈x, y〉. For vectors associated
with agent i at time k, we use subscripts i, k such as, for
example, pi,k, xi,k, etc. Unless otherwise stated, ‖·‖ represents
the standard Euclidean norm. For a set S, we use |S| to denote
its cardinality. For a matrix A ∈ Rn×n, we use [A]ij to denote
the entry of the i-th row and j-th column and ‖A‖F to denote
the Frobenius norm ‖A‖F =
(∑n
i,j=1([A]ij)
2
)1/2
. We use
TrA to denote the trace of A, i.e., TrA =
∑n
i=1[A]ii. We
denote by Sm and S+m the space of m × m real symmetric
and real symmetric positive semidefinite matrices, respectively.
The matrix inequality A  0 means −A is positive semidefi-
nite. We use 1 and 0 to denote vectors of all ones and zeros.
The identity matrix is denoted by I . We use Pr{Z} and E[Z] to
denote the probability and the expectation of a random variable
Z. We write dist(x,X ) for the distance of a vector x from a
closed convex set X , i.e., dist(x,X ) = minv∈X ‖v − x‖. We
use ΠX [x] for the Euclidean projection of a vector x on the set
X , i.e., ΠX [x] = arg minv∈X ‖v − x‖2. We often abbreviate
almost surely and independent identically distributed as a.s.
and i.i.d., respectively.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider a multiagent network system whose communica-
tion at time k is governed by a digraph Gk = (V, Ek), where
V = {1, . . . , N} and Ek ⊆ V × V . If there exists a directed
link from agent j to i, which we denote by (j, i), agent j
may send its information to agent i. Thus, each agent i ∈ V
can directly receive information only from the agents in its
in-neighborhood
N ini,k = {j ∈ V | (j, i) ∈ Ek} ∪ {i}, (1)
and send information only to the agents in its out-
neighborhood
N outi,k = {j ∈ V | (i, j) ∈ Ek} ∪ {i}, (2)
where in both N ini,k and N outi,k , we assume there exists a self-
loop (i, i) for all i ∈ V . Also, we use degi,k to denote the
in-degree of node i at time k, i.e.,
degi,k = |N ini,k|. (3)
A. Problem Statement
Our goal is to let the network of agents cooperatively solve
the following convex minimization problem:
min
x
f(x) ,
∑
i∈V
fi(x) (4)
s.t. x ∈ X , X , X0∩ (∩i∈VXi) ,
where only agent i knows the function fi : Rn → R and the
constraint set Xi ⊆ Rn. The set X0 ⊆ Rn is common to all
agents and assumed to have some simple structure in the sense
that the projection onto X0 can be made easily (e.g., a box,
ball, probability simplex, or even Rn). Note that the common
constraint set, i.e., X0 = Xi for all i ∈ V , is a special case
of this problem definition. We assume that the set of optimal
solutions X ∗ = arg minx∈X f(x) is nonempty.
We assume each agent i’s local constraint set Xi consists
of one or more algebraic inequalities, which we denote by
Xi = {x ∈ Rn | g(x, ω) ≤ 0, ∀ω ∈ Ωi},
where Ωi is a finite collection of indices. From this definition,
the feasible set X can be precisely represented as
X = {x ∈ X0 | g(x, ω) ≤ 0, ∀ω ∈ Ωi, i ∈ V}.
Note that some of the inequalities may overlap across different
agents, i.e., Ωi∩Ωj for i 6= j can be either empty or nonempty.
We also consider an equivalent epigraph form of problem
(4) by introducing a new set of variables t = [t1 . . . tN ]> ∈
RN . Consider that the local constraint set Xi for i ∈ V now
includes the additional inequality constraint fi(y) ≤ ti. Then,
problem (4) is equivalent to:
min
x
a>x (5)
s.t. y ∈ X , X , X0∩ (∩i∈VXi) ,
where x = [y> t>]> and a = [0> 1>]>. Note that this
reformulation has also been introduced in [32] for solving
distributed robust convex optimization. In the case of a single
agent, the algorithm can be also seen as scenario approach for
solving robust convex optimization (see e.g., [33]–[35] and
references therein).
B. Problems of Interest
Problems of particular interest are those involving lots of
nontrivial constraints on which exact projections are impossi-
ble or computationally intractable. Here we provide two such
examples:
1) Robust Linear Inequalities:
Xi =
{
x ∈ Rn | A(ω)x ≤ b(ω), ∀ω such that
‖A(ω)−A0‖op ≤ r1 and ‖b(ω)− b0‖op ≤ r2
}
,
where A0 ∈ Rm×n, b0 ∈ Rm are nominal data, r1, r2 ≥
0 are the levels of uncertainty, and ‖ · ‖op denotes an
operator norm. Here we can not handle each row of
A(ω)x ≤ b(ω) separately as in [25] due to the matrix
operator norm ‖ · ‖op .
2) Linear Matrix Inequalities:
Xi =
{
x ∈ Rn |A0(ω) +
n∑
j=1
xjAj(ω)  0, ∀ω ∈ Ωi
}
,
(6)
where Aj(ω) ∈ Sm for j = 0, 1, . . . , n, ω ∈ Ωi
are given matrices. The inequalities in (6) are referred
to as linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). A semidefinite
3Algorithm 1 Decentralized Approximate Projection (DAP)
Let xi,0 ∈ X0 for i ∈ V and the nonnegative parameter
{αk}k≥0 be given.
Set k := 0
while Maximum iteration number is reached do
Each agent i updates xi,k according to
pi,k =
∑
j∈V
[Wk]ijxj,k−1 (7a)
vi,k = ΠX0 [pi,k − αksi,k] (7b)
xi,k = ΠX0
[
vi,k − g
+(vi,k, ωi,k)
‖di,k‖2 di,k
]
(7c)
Set k := k + 1
end while
programming (SDP) problem has one or more LMI
constraints. Finding a feasible point of the set (6) is
often a difficult problem on its own.
Note that the inequalities in (6) can represent a wide variety
of convex constraints (see [36] for more details). For example,
quadratic inequalities, inequalities involving matrix norms, and
various inequality constraints arising in robust control such as
Lyapunov and quadratic matrix inequalities can be all cast as
LMIs in (6). When all matrices Aj(ω) in (6) are diagonal, the
LMIs reduce to regular linear inequalities.
III. ALGORITHM, ASSUMPTIONS, AND MAIN RESULTS
Our goal is to design a decentralized protocol by which each
agent i ∈ V maintains a sequence of the local copy {xi,k}k≥0
converging to the same point in X ∗ as k goes to infinity. Since
we assume that the local constraint sets Xi’s are nontrivial,
we do not find an exact projection onto Xi at each step of
the algorithm. Instead, at iteration k, each agent i randomly
generates an index ωi,k ∈ Ωi and makes an approximate
projection on the selected inequality g(·, ωi,k) ≤ 0.
A. Decentralized Algorithm with Approximate Projections
We formally present our decentralized algorithm, named the
Decentralized Approximate Projection (DAP), in Algorithm 1.
Each agent i maintains a sequence {xi,k}k≥0. The element
xi,k of the sequence can be seen as the agent i’s estimate of
the decision variable x at time k. Let g+(x, ω) denote the
function that measures the violation of the constraint g(·, ω)
at x, i.e., g+(x, ω) , max{g(x, ω), 0}.
At k = 0, the estimates xi,0 are locally initialized such
that xi,0 ∈ X0. At time step k, all agents j ∈ V broadcast
their previous estimates xj,k−1 to all of the nodes in their out-
neighborhood, i.e., to all agents i such that (i, j) ∈ Ek. Then,
each agent i ∈ V updates xi,k using (7a)-(7c), where Wk is a
nonnegative N×N weight matrix, {αk} is a positive sequence
of nonincreasing stepsizes; si,k is a subgradient of the function
fi at pi,k; ωi,k is a random variable taking values in the index
set Ωi; and di,k is a subgradient of g+(·, ωi,k) evaluated at
vi,k. The vector di,k is chosen such that di,k ∈ ∂g+(vi,k, ωi,k)
if g+(vi,k, ωi,k) > 0, and di,k = di for some di 6= 0, if
g+(vi,k, ωi,k) = 0.
More specifically, in (7a), each agent i calculates a weighted
average of the received messages (including its own message
xi,k−1) to obtain pi,k. Specifically, [Wk]ij ≥ 0 is the weight
that agent i allocates to the message xj,k−1. This commu-
nication step is decentralized since the weight matrix Wk
respects the topology of the graph Gk, i.e., [Wk]ij > 0 only if
(j, i) ∈ Ek and [Wk]ij = 0, otherwise. In (7b), each agent
i adjusts the average pi,k in the direction of the negative
subgradient (−si,k) of its local objective fi to obtain vi,k.
The adjusted average is projected back to the simple set X0. In
(7c), agent i observes a random realization of ωi,k ∈ Ωi and
measures the feasibility violation of the selected component
constraint g(·, ωi,k) at vi,k. If g+(vi,k, ωi,k) > 0, it calculates
a subgradient di,k ∈ ∂g+(vi,k, ωi,k) and takes an additional
subgradient step with the stepsize g
+(vi,k,ωi,k)
‖di,k‖2 to minimize
this violation. If g+(vi,k, ωi,k) = 0, then the current point
vi,k already satisfies the selected inequality g(·, ωi,k) ≤ 0. In
this case, there is no need to move the point further into the
selected set. Therefore, the approximate projection step (7c)
is just omitted.
Note that the description of the DAP algorithm is only
conceptual at this moment since we have not specified the
parameters {αk} and {Wk} yet. The stepsizes {αk} should
be nonnegative, nonincreasing and such that
∞∑
k=1
αk =∞ and
∞∑
k=1
α2k <∞. (8)
For the sequence of weight matrices {Wk}, we assume the
following.
Assumption 1: For all k ≥ 1,
(a) [Wk]ij ≥ 0 for all i, j ∈ V and [Wk]ij = 0 only if
j 6∈ N ini,k.
(b) There exists a scalar ν ∈ (0, 1) such that [Wk]ij ≥ ν
only if j ∈ N ini,k.
(c)
∑
j∈V [Wk]ij = 1 for all i ∈ V , and
∑
i∈V [Wk]ij = 1
for all j ∈ V .
Condition (a) ensures that the weight matrices Wk respect the
underlying topology Gk for every k so that the communication
is indeed decentralized. The lower boundedness of the weights
in (b) is required to show consensus among all agents (see [37]
for more details) but the agents need not know the ν value in
running the algorithm. Condition (a) and (c) imply doubly
stochasticity of the matrices Wk.
Note that assuming doubly stochasticity of Wk for all
k ≥ 1 often requires a global view of the network (unless
the underlying graph is regular or fully connected) and not
all directed graphs admit a doubly stochastic matrix [38],
[39]. The linear objective function in the epigraph formulation
(5) allows us to lift this assumption and to use a weight-
imbalanced mixing matrix. For example, we can assume a
time-invariant network, i.e., Gk = G for k ≥ 1, and employ a
row stochastic matrix W whose entries are defined as follows:
[W ]ij =
{ 1
degi
if j ∈ N ini ,
0 otherwise.
(9)
4Note that this choice of weights also respects the underlying
topology G. Moreover, the matrix W is not necessarily column
stochastic.
Recall that our problems of interest involve a large number
of constraints. Therefore, the random selection of a constraint
in (7c) serves as a computationally efficient alternative to
finding the most violated constraint, which typically has
significantly higher per-iteration complexity. Another situation
that necessitates the random selection approach is when the
constraints are not fully given in advance, but are rather
revealed in a sequential fashion (as in online optimization).
Note that the step (7c) guarantees that xi,k ∈ X0 for
all k ≥ 0 and i ∈ V , but it does not necessarily guaran-
tee xi,k ∈ X . Nevertheless, in Section IV, we show that
xi,k for all i ∈ V asymptotically achieve feasibility, i.e.,
limk→∞ ‖xi,k − ΠX [pi,k]‖ = 0 for all i ∈ V .
To further explain the step (7c), let us consider the two
particular cases mentioned in Section II-B.
1) Let c+ denote a projection of a vector c ∈ Rm onto the
nonnegative orthant. We introduce a scalar function in
order to handle all the rows of the inequality A(ω)x ≤ b
concurrently,
g+(x, ω) = ‖(A(ω)x− b)+‖
which is convex in x for any given ω ∈ Ωi and i ∈ V
[40, Chapter 3.2]. Then, it is straightforward to see that
its subgradient can be calculated as
∂g+(x, ω) =
A(ω)>(A(ω)x− b)+
‖(A(ω)x− b)+‖ ,
if g+(x, ω) > 0, and we can use ∂g+(x, ω) = 0,
otherwise.
2) Let us define the projection A+ of a real symmetric
matrix A onto the cone of positive semidefinite matrices.
For any A ∈ Sm, we can find an eigenvalue decomposi-
tion A = BΛB>, where B is an orthogonal matrix and
Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λm). Then, its projection is given by
A+ = BΛ+B>,
where Λ+ = diag(λ+1 , . . . , λ
+
m) with λ
+
i = max{0, λi}
[41]. Let us define
A(x, ω) , A0(ω) +
n∑
j=1
xjAj(ω).
Then, the amount of violation of the corresponding
LMI constraint A(x, ω)  0 can be measured by the
following convex scalar function:
g+(x, ω) = ‖A+(x, ω)‖F . (10)
By direct calculations, it is not difficult to see that its
subgradient is given by
∂g+(x, ω) =
1
g+(x, ω)
 TrA1A
+(x, ω)
...
TrAnA
+(x, ω)
 , (11)
if g+(x, ω) > 0, and we can use ∂g+(x, ω) = 0,
otherwise [26, Lemma 1].
Remark Note that the computational complexity of step (7c)
depends on the type of the function g(·, ωi,k). If g(·, ωi,k)
is a general convex function, it takes O(1) computations
for the evaluation of g+(·, ωi,k) and O(n) computations for
the evaluation of the gradient di,k. If g(·, ωi,k) is an LMI
constraint, it takes O(m3) computations in the worst-case for
the eigenvalue decomposition and O(m2) for the computation
of the Frobenius norm (cf. Eq. (10)). We would also need
O(m2n) computations for computing the traces (cf. Eq. (11)).
This eigenvalue decomposition is necessary for projection (or
approximate projection) onto the cone of positive semidefinite
matrices. 
It is also worth mentioning that the algorithm (7a)-(7c)
includes the method that has been proposed in [25] as a special
case. In order to see this, let X0 = Rn and g(x, ωi,k) =
dist(x,Xωi,ki ), where Xωi,ki = {x ∈ Rn | g(x, ωi,k) ≤ 0}.
Then, it is not difficult to see that
di,k =
vi,k − ΠXωi,ki [vi,k]
‖vi,k − ΠXωi,ki [vi,k]‖
,
and since dist(vi,k,ΠXωi,ki
) = ‖vi,k−ΠXωi,ki [vi,k]‖, the steps
(7b)-(7c) reduce to
xi,k = ΠXωi,ki
[pi,k − αksi,k],
which is exactly the algorithm in [25].
B. Assumptions
For the optimization problem (4), we make the following
assumptions on the set X0, the objective functions fi(x) for
i ∈ V , and the constraint functions g(x, ω) for ω ∈ Ωi and
i ∈ V .
Assumption 2:
(a) The set X0 is nonempty, closed and convex.
(b) The function fi(x), for each i ∈ V , is defined and convex
(not necessarily differentiable) over some open set that
contains X0.
(c) The subgradients s ∈ ∂fi(x) are uniformly bounded
over the set X0. That is, for all i ∈ V , there is a scalar
Cfi such that for all s ∈ ∂fi(x) and x ∈ X0,
‖s‖ ≤ Cfi .
(d) The function g(x, ω), for each ω ∈ Ωi and i ∈ V , is
defined and convex in x (not necessarily differentiable)
over some open set that contains X0.
(e) The subgradients d ∈ ∂g+(x, ω) are uniformly bounded
over the set X0. That is, there is a scalar Cg such that
for all d ∈ ∂g+(x, ω), x ∈ X0, ω ∈ Ωi, and i ∈ V ,
‖d‖ ≤ Cg.
By Assumption 2, the subdifferentials ∂fi(x) and ∂g+(x, ω)
are nonempty over X0. It also implies that for any i ∈ V and
x, y ∈ X0,
|fi(x)− fi(y)| ≤ Cfi‖x− y‖, (12)
and for any ω ∈ Ωi, i ∈ V , and x, y ∈ X0,
|g+(x, ω)− g+(y, ω)| ≤ Cg‖x− y‖. (13)
5One sufficient condition for Assumption 2(c) and 2(e) is that
the set X0 is compact.
We also require the following two assumptions.
Assumption 3: We assume that ωi,k ∈ Ωi are i.i.d. samples
from some probability distribution on Ωi and independent
across agents. Furthermore, each Ωi is a finite set and each
element of Ωi is generated with nonzero probability, i.e., for
any ω ∈ Ωi and i ∈ V
Pr{ω | ω ∈ Ωi} > 0
Let Fk denote the algorithm’s history up to time k. i.e.,
Fk = {xi,0, (ωi,t, 1 ≤ t ≤ k), i ∈ V},
and F={xi,0, i ∈ V}.
Assumption 4: For all i ∈ V , there exists a constant c > 0
such that for all x ∈ X0
dist2(x,X ) ≤ cE [(g+(x, ω))2 | Fk−1] ,
where the expectation is taken with respect to the set Ωi.
The upper bound in Assumption 4 is known as global error
bound and is crucial for the convergence analysis of our
method (7a)-(7c). Sufficient conditions for this bound have
been shown in [42] and [43], which require the existence of a
Slater point, i.e., let X0 = {x | g0(x) ≤ 0}, then there exists a
point x˜ such that g0(x˜) < 0 and g(x˜, ω) < 0 for all ω. When
each function g(·, ω) and g0(·) is either a linear equality or
inequality, Assumption 4 is called linear regularity and can be
shown to hold by using the results in [44] and [45] (see also
[46]–[48]).
The inter-agent communication relies on the time-varying
graph sequence Gk = (V, Ek), for k ≥ 1. A key assumptions
on these communication graphs is the following:
Assumption 5: There exists a scalar Q such that the graphs(
V,⋃`=0,...,Q−1 Ek+`) are strongly connected for all k ≥ 1.
Assumption 5 ensures that there exists a path from one
agent to every other agent within any bounded interval of
length Q. We say that such a sequence of graphs is Q-strongly
connected.
C. Main Results
We now provide two convergence results for DAP, Proposi-
tion 1 for problem (4) and Proposition 2 for problem (5), re-
spectively, for which we use different assumptions on the net-
work. The first proposition states a convergence result which
holds under a Q-strongly connected time-varying sequence of
graphs {Gk} and the corresponding doubly stochastic matrices
{Wk} which respect the graph topologies.
Proposition 1: Let Assumptions 1 - 5 hold and the op-
timal set X ∗ of (4) be nonempty. Let the nonnegative and
nonincreasing stepsize {αk} satisfy conditions in (8). Then,
the iterates {xi,k} generated by each agent i ∈ V via DAP in
Algorithm 1 converge almost surely to the same point in the
optimal set X ∗ of (4), i.e., for a random point x? ∈ X ∗
lim
k→∞
xi,k = x
? for all i ∈ V a.s.
The second proposition states a convergence result which
holds under a connected time-invariant graph G and the cor-
responding row stochastic matrix W which respects the graph
topology. Note that for this case we can set fi(x) = 1|V|a
>x
for all i ∈ V and si,k = a for all i ∈ V and k ≥ 0.
Proposition 2: Let Assumptions 2 - 4 hold and the optimal
set X ∗ of (5) be nonempty. Let the nonnegative and nonin-
creasing stepsize {αk} satisfy conditions in (8). Let Wk = W
for all k ≥ 1 and Assumption 5 hold with Q = 1. Then, the
iterates {xi,k} generated by each agent i ∈ V via DAP in
Algorithm 1 with the choice of weight in (9) converge almost
surely to the same point in the optimal set X ∗ of (5), i.e., for
a random point x? ∈ X ∗
lim
k→∞
xi,k = x
? for all i ∈ V a.s.
In the next paragraph, we provide some intuition on why
DAP still converges even with a choice of a row stochastic
matrix W . Note that the use of row stochastic matrix results
in “biased” consensus, which is related to the left-eigenvector,
see e.g., [49]. The following lemma states this well-known
result.
Lemma 1: Let Assumption 5 hold with Q = 1 and W =
Wk for any k ≥ 1. Then, there exists a normalized left-
eigenvector pi ∈ RN such that
pi>W = pi>.
Moreover, [pi]i > 0 for all i ∈ V .
This will lead the algorithm to converge to an optimal
solution of a biased objective function,
∑
i∈V [pi]ifi(x), instead
of the true objective
∑
i∈V fi(x). However, since the fi(x)’s in
the reformulated epigraph form in (5) is now linear, the biased
objective function is just the same as the original function, i.e.,∑
i∈V [pi]ifi(x) =
∑
i∈V [pi]ia
>x = a>x.
IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we are concerned with demonstrating the
convergence results stated in Proposition 1 and 2. First we
review some lemmas from existing literature that are necessary
in our analysis.
A. Preliminary Results
First we state a non-expansiveness property of the projection
operator (see [50] for its proof).
Lemma 2: Let X ⊆ Rn be a nonempty closed convex set.
The function ΠX : Rn → X is nonexpansive, i.e.,
‖ΠX [x]− ΠX [y]‖ ≤ ‖x− y‖ for all x, y ∈ Rn.
In our analysis of the algorithm, we also make use of the
following convergence result due to Robbins and Siegmund
(see [51, Lemma 10-11, p. 49-50]).
Theorem 1: Let {vk}, {uk}, {ak} and {bk} be sequences
of non-negative random variables such that
E[vk+1|Fk] ≤ (1 + ak)vk − uk + bk for all k ≥ 0 a.s.
where Fk denotes the collection v0, . . . , vk, u0, . . . , uk,
a0, . . . , ak and b0, . . . , bk. Also, let
∑∞
k=0 ak < ∞ and
6∑∞
k=0 bk < ∞ a.s. Then, we have limk→∞ vk = v for a
random variable v ≥ 0 a.s., and ∑∞k=0 uk <∞ a.s.
In the following lemma, we show a relation of pi,k and
xi,k−1 associated with any convex function h which will be
often used in the analysis. For example, h(x) = ‖x− a‖2 for
some a ∈ Rn or h(x) = dist2(x,X ).
Lemma 3: Let Assumption 1 hold. Then, for any convex
function h : Rn → R, we have∑
i∈V
h(pi,k) ≤
∑
i∈V
h(xi,k−1)
Proof: The doubly stochasticity of the weights plays a
crucial role in this lemma. From the definition of pi,k in (7a),∑
i∈V
h(pi,k) ≤
∑
i∈V
∑
j∈V
[Wk]ijh(xj,k−1)
=
∑
j∈V
(∑
i∈V
[Wk]ij
)
h(xj,k−1)
=
∑
j∈V
h(xj,k−1).
Lastly, for the convergence proof of our algorithm, we use
a result from [52] which shows the averaged iterates can still
arrive at consensus if the errors behave nicely.
Lemma 4: Let Assumptions 1 and 5 hold. Consider the
iterates generated by
θi,k =
∑
j∈V
[Wk]ijθj,k−1 + ei,k, for i ∈ V. (14)
Let θ¯k denote the average of θi,k for i ∈ V , i.e., θ¯k =
1
N
∑
i∈V θi,k. Suppose there exists a nonnegative nonincreas-
ing scalar sequence {αk} such that
∞∑
k=1
αk‖ei,k‖ <∞, for all i ∈ V.
Then, for all i, j ∈ V
∞∑
k=1
αk‖θi,k − θj,k‖ <∞.
Furthermore, for all i ∈ V and k ≥ 1,
‖θi,k − θ¯k‖ ≤ Nγβk max
j
‖θj,0‖
+ γ
k−1∑
`=0
βk−`
N∑
j=1
‖ej,`+1‖+ 1
N
N∑
j=1
‖ej,k‖+ ‖ei,k‖
where γ and β are defined as
γ =
(
1− ν
2N2
)−2
, β =
(
1− ν
2N2
) 1
Q
.
B. Lemmas
We need a series of lemmas for proving Proposition 1 and
2. We first state an auxiliary lemma that will be later used to
relate two consecutive iterates xi,k and xi,k−1. This lemma
can be shown by combining two existing results in [53] and
[27], but we include it here for completeness.
Lemma 5: Let Assumptions 2 and 3 hold. Let the iterates
{pi,k}, {vi,k} and {xi,k} be generated by the algorithm (7a)-
(7c). Then, we have almost surely for any xˇ, z ∈ X0, i ∈ V
and k ≥ 1,
‖xi,k − xˇ‖2 ≤ ‖pi,k − xˇ‖2 − 2αk(fi(z)− fi(xˇ))
− τ − 1
τC2g
(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2
+
1
4η
‖pi,k − z‖2 +Dτ,ηα2k,
where Dτ,η = (τ + 4η + 1)C2fi and η, τ > 0 are arbitrary.
Proof: In the light of [53, Theorem 1], we obtain from
algorithm (7c) and Assumption 2(e)
‖xi,k − xˇ‖2 ≤ ‖vi,k − xˇ‖2 − (g
+(vi,k, ωi,k))
2
C2g
, (15)
for any xˇ ∈ X0. We can rewrite g+(vi,k, ωi,k) =
(g+(vi,k, ωi,k)− g+(pi,k, ωi,k)) + g+(pi,k, ωi,k). Therefore,
(g+(vi,k, ωi,k))
2
≥ 2g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
(
g+(vi,k, ωi,k)− g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)
+
(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2
. (16)
The first term on the right-hand side of (16) can be further
estimated as
2g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
(
g+(vi,k, ωi,k)− g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)
≥ −2g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
∣∣g+(vi,k, ωi,k)− g+(pi,k, ωi,k)∣∣
≥ −2Cg‖vi,k − pi,k‖g+(pi,k, ωi,k), (17)
where the last inequality is from relation (13). From the
definition in (7b) and Assumption 2(c), we further have that
2Cg‖vi,k − pi,k‖g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
≤ 2αkCgCfig+(pi,k, ωi,k)
≤ τα2kC2gC2fi +
1
τ
(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2
, (18)
where the last inequality is obtained by using 2|a||b| ≤ τa2 +
1
τ b
2 and τ > 0 is arbitrary. Using relations (17)-(18) in (16),
we obtain,(
g+(vi,k, ωi,k)
)2
≥ −τα2kC2gC2fi +
(
1− 1
τ
)(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2
.
Hence, for all xˇ ∈ X0,
‖xi,k − xˇ‖2 ≤‖vi,k − xˇ‖2 − τ − 1
τC2g
(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2
+ τC2fiα
2
k. (19)
As the update rule in (7b) coincides with the algorithm in [27],
we can reuse another existing lemma [27, Lemma 3]. That is,
for any xˇ, z ∈ X0, we have
‖vi,k − xˇ‖2 ≤ ‖pi,k − xˇ‖2 − 2αk(fi(z)− fi(xˇ))
+
1
4η
‖pi,k − z‖2 + α2k(1 + 4η)C2fi , (20)
7where η > 0 is arbitrary. Substituting this inequality in relation
(19) concludes the proof.
Since we use an approximate projection, we cannot guar-
antee the feasibility of the iterates {xi,k} and {pi,k}. In the
next lemma, we prove that {pi,k} and {xi,k} for all i ∈ V
asymptotically achieve feasibility. To this end, we define the
following quantity: For all i ∈ V and k ≥ 1, zi,k is defined as
the projection of pi,k on the feasible set X , i.e.,
zi,k , ΠX [pi,k]. (21)
Lemma 6: Let Assumptions 1 - 4 hold. Let the sequence
{αk} be such that
∑∞
k=1 α
2
k < ∞. Then, the iterates {pi,k}
and {xi,k} generated by each agent i ∈ V via method (7a)-
(7c) satisfy:
(a)
∞∑
k=1
dist2(pi,k,X ) <∞ a.s.
(b)
∞∑
k=1
‖xi,k − zi,k‖2 <∞ a.s.
where zi,k is defined in (21).
Proof: We use Lemma 5 with xˇ = z = zi,k. Therefore,
for any ωi,k ∈ Ωi, i ∈ V , and k ≥ 1, we obtain
‖xi,k − zi,k‖2
≤ ‖pi,k − zi,k‖2 − τ − 1
τC2g
(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2
+
1
4η
‖pi,k − zi,k‖2 +Dτ,ηα2k, (22)
where Dτ,η = (τ + 4η+ 1)C2fi and η, τ > 0 are arbitrary. By
the definition of the projection, we have
dist(pi,k,X ) = ‖pi,k − zi,k‖, and
dist(xi,k,X ) = ‖xi,k − ΠX [xi,k]‖ ≤ ‖xi,k − zi,k‖.
Upon substituting these estimates in relation (22), we obtain
dist2(xi,k,X ) ≤ dist2(pi,k,X )− τ − 1
τC2g
(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2
+
1
4η
dist2(pi,k,X ) +Dτ,ηα2k. (23)
Taking the expectation conditioned on Fk−1 and noting that
pi,k is fully determined by Fk−1, we have almost surely for
any i ∈ V and k ≥ 1
E
[
dist2(xi,k,X ) | Fk−1
]
≤ dist2(pi,k,X )− τ − 1
τC2g
E
[(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2 | Fk−1]
+
1
4η
dist2(pi,k,X ) +Dτ,ηα2k. (24)
Furthermore, choosing τ = 4, η = cC2g and using Assumption
4 yield
E
[
dist2(xi,k,X ) | Fk−1
] ≤ dist2(pi,k,X ) (25)
− 1
2cC2g
dist2(pi,k,X ) + (5 + 4cC2g )C2fiα2k.
Finally, by summing over all i and using Lemma 3 with
h(x) = dist2(x,X ), we arrive at the following relation:∑
i∈V
E
[
dist2(xi,k,X ) | Fk−1
] ≤∑
i∈V
dist2(xi,k−1,X )
− 1
2cC2g
∑
i∈V
dist2(pi,k,X ) +DNα2k, (26)
where D = (5 + 4cC2g )C
2
f and Cf = maxi∈V Cfi . Therefore,
for all k ≥ 1, all the conditions of the convergence theorem
(Theorem 1) are satisfied and we conclude that
∞∑
k=1
dist2(pi,k,X ) <∞ for all i ∈ V a.s. (27)
Lastly, from relation (22) and the chosen values for τ and η,
we obtain for any i ∈ V and k ≥ 1 almost surely
‖xi,k − zi,k‖2 ≤
(
1 +
1
4cCg
)
dist2(pi,k,X ) +Dα2k.
Therefore, in view of the result in (27) and
∑∞
k=1 α
2
k < ∞,
the relation above implies
∞∑
k=1
‖xi,k − zi,k‖2 <∞ for all i ∈ V a.s.,
which is our desired result.
To complete the proof, we show in part (a) of the next
lemma that the error ei,k due to the perturbations made after
the consensus step (7a), i.e.,
ei,k , xi,k − pi,k, (28)
eventually converges to zero for all i ∈ V . This will allow us
to invoke Lemma 4 and show the iterate consensus. In part (b)
of the next lemma, we show that the sequences {zi,k} arrive
at consensus by converging to their mean z¯k, i.e., for k ≥ 1
z¯k ,
1
N
∑
i∈V
zi,k. (29)
In part (c) of the next lemma, we show the network error term
is summable.
Lemma 7: Let Assumptions 1-5 hold. Let the sequence
{αk} be nonnegative nonincreasing and
∑∞
k=1 α
2
k <∞. Then,
we have for all i ∈ V
(a)
∞∑
k=1
‖ei,k‖2 <∞ a.s.
(b) limk→∞ ‖zi,k − z¯k‖ = 0 a.s.
(c)
∞∑
k=1
αk‖zi,k − z¯k‖ <∞ a.s.
Proof: Part (a): From the relation (7a)-(7c), ei,k in (28)
can be viewed as the perturbation that we make on pi,k after
the network consensus step (7a). Consider ‖ei,k‖, for which
we can write
‖ei,k‖ ≤ ‖xi,k − zi,k‖+ ‖zi,k − pi,k‖.
Applying (a + b)2 ≤ 2a2 + 2b2 in the above inequality, we
have
‖ei,k‖2 ≤ 2‖xi,k − zi,k‖2 + 2dist2(pi,k,X ).
8Summing this over k and using Lemma 6, we obtain the
desired result.
Part (b): By applying the inequality 2ab ≤ a2 + b2 to each
term in αk‖ei,k‖ and using Lemma 7(a), we further obtain for
all i ∈ V
∞∑
k=1
αk‖ei,k‖ ≤ 1
2
∞∑
k=1
α2k +
1
2
∞∑
k=1
‖ei,k‖2 <∞ a.s. (30)
Using the relation above, (7a) and xi,k = pi,k + ei,k, we can
invoke Lemma 4 with θi,k = xi,k. Therefore, it follows that
∞∑
k=1
αk‖xi,k − xj,k‖ <∞ for all i, j ∈ V a.s. (31)
Furthermore, for all i ∈ V and k ≥ 1,
‖xi,k − x¯k‖ ≤ Nγβk max
j
‖xj,0‖ (32)
+ γ
k−1∑
`=0
βk−`
N∑
j=1
‖ej,`+1‖+ 1
N
N∑
j=1
‖ej,k‖+ ‖ei,k‖.
From the fact that 0 < β < 1 and part(a), we know the first
term and the last two terms on the right-hand side converge
to zero. To show the second term also converges to zero, we
will use the following result from [54, Lemma 3.1(a)].
Lemma 8: Let ζk be a scalar sequence. If limk→∞ ζk = ζ
and 0 < β < 1, then limk→∞
∑k−1
`=0 β
k−`ζ` = ζ1−β .
From this lemma and the result in part(a), we know that the
second term on the right-hand side of (32) also converges to
zero. Therefore, we have for all i ∈ V
lim
k→∞
‖xi,k − x¯k‖ = 0. (33)
We next consider the term ‖zi,k − z¯k‖, for which by using
z¯k =
1
N
∑
`∈V z`,k we have
‖zi,k − z¯k‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥ 1N ∑
`∈V
(zi,k − z`,k)
∥∥∥∥∥
≤ 1
N
∑
`∈V
‖zi,k − z`,k‖ ≤ 1
N
∑
`∈V
‖pi,k − p`,k‖,
where the first inequality is obtained by the convexity of the
norm and the last inequality follows by the non-expansive
projection property in Lemma 2. Furthermore, by using ‖pi,k−
p`,k‖ ≤ ‖pi,k − p¯k‖+ ‖p`,k − p¯k‖, we obtain for every i ∈ V
‖zi,k − z¯k‖ ≤ ‖pi,k − p¯k‖+ 1
N
∑
`∈V
‖p`,k − p¯k‖. (34)
We next consider ‖pi,k−p¯k‖. By using the doubly stochasticity
of Wk, convexity of the norm and the fact that 0 ≤ [Wk]ij ≤ 1,
we obtain
‖pi,k − p¯k‖ ≤
∑
j∈V
[Wk]ij ‖xj,k−1 − p¯k‖
≤
∑
j∈V
∥∥∥∥∥xj,k−1 − 1N ∑
`∈V
x`,k−1
∥∥∥∥∥ ,
where in the last equality we use p¯k =
1
N
∑
`∈V
∑
j∈V [Wk]`jxj,k−1 =
1
N
∑
`∈V x`,k−1. Therefore,
by using the convexity of the norm again, we see
‖pi,k − p¯k‖ ≤ 1
N
∑
j∈V
∑
`∈V
‖xj,k−1 − x`,k−1‖ (35)
≤ 1
N
∑
j∈V
∑
`∈V
(‖xj,k−1 − x¯k−1‖+ ‖x`,k−1 − x¯k−1‖) .
Combining this relation with (34) and using the result in (33),
we obtain the desired result.
Part (c): By using relation (31) in (35), we obtain
∞∑
k=1
αk‖pi,k − p¯k‖
≤
∞∑
k=1
αk
N
∑
j∈V
∑
`∈V
‖xj,k−1 − x`,k−1‖ <∞. (36)
Upon summing the relation (34) over i ∈ V , we find∑
i∈V
‖zi,k − z¯k‖ ≤ 2
∑
i∈V
‖pi,k − p¯k‖. (37)
Therefore, from (36) and (37), we obtain∑
i∈V
∞∑
k=1
αk‖zi,k − z¯k‖ ≤ 2
∑
i∈V
∞∑
k=1
αk‖pi,k − p¯k‖ <∞,
which is the desired result.
In the next lemma, we use standard convexity analysis to
lower-bound the term
∑
i∈V(fi(zi,k)− fi(xˇ)) with a network
error term and a global term.
Lemma 9: Let Assumption 2 hold. Then, for all xˇ ∈ X , we
have∑
i∈V
(fi(zi,k)− fi(xˇ))≥−Cf
∑
i∈V
‖zi,k − z¯k‖+ f(z¯k)− f(xˇ),
where Cf = maxi∈V Cfi .
Proof: Recall that f(x) =
∑m
i=1 fi(x). Recall that
z¯k =
1
N
∑
`∈V z`,k. Using z¯k and f , we can rewrite the term
fi(zi,k)− fi(x¯) as follows:∑
i∈V
(fi(zi,k)− fi(xˇ))
=
∑
i∈V
(fi(zi,k)− fi(z¯k)) + (f(z¯k)− f(xˇ)). (38)
Furthermore, using the convexity of each function fi, we
obtain∑
i∈V
(fi(zi,k)− fi(z¯k)) ≥
∑
i∈V
〈si,k, zi,k − z¯k〉
≥ −
∑
i∈V
‖si,k‖ ‖zi,k − z¯k‖,
where si,k is a subgradient of fi at z¯k. Since z¯k is a convex
combination of points zi,k ∈ X ⊆ X0, it follows that z¯k ∈
X0. This observation and Assumption 2(c), stating that the
subgradients of fi(x) are uniformly bounded for x ∈ X0, yield∑
i∈V
(fi(zi,k)− fi(z¯k)) ≥ −Cf
∑
i∈V
‖zi,k − z¯k‖, (39)
9where Cf = maxi∈V Cfi . Therefore, from (38) and (39), we
have that∑
i∈V
(fi(zi,k)− fi(xˇ))
≥ −Cf
∑
i∈V
‖zi,k − z¯k‖+ f(z¯k)− f(xˇ).
C. Proof of Proposition 1
We invoke Lemma 5 with z = zi,k = ΠX [pi,k], τ = 4
and η = cC2g . We also let xˇ = x
∗ for an arbitrary x∗ ∈ X ∗.
Therefore, for any x∗ ∈ X ∗, i ∈ V and k ≥ 1, we almost
surely have
‖xi,k−x∗‖2 ≤ ‖pi,k − x∗‖2 − 2αk(fi(zi,k)− fi(x∗)) (40)
− 3
4C2g
(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2
+
1
4cC2g
dist2(pi,k,X ) + (5 + 4cC2g )C2fiα2k.
By taking the expectation conditioned on Fk−1 in the above
relation and summing this over i ∈ V , we obtain∑
i∈V
E
[‖xi,k − x∗‖2 | Fk−1]
≤
∑
i∈V
‖pi,k − x∗‖2 − 2αk
∑
i∈V
(fi(zi,k)− fi(x∗))
− 3
4C2g
∑
i∈V
E
[(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2 | Fk−1]
+
1
4cC2g
∑
i∈V
dist2(pi,k,X ) +DNα2k,
where D = (5 + 4cC2g )C
2
f with Cf = maxi∈V Cfi . Now we
use Lemma 3 with h(x) = ‖x − x∗‖2, Assumption 4 and
Lemma 9 with xˇ = x∗ to further estimate the terms on the
right-hand side. From these, obtain almost surely for any k ≥ 1
and x∗ ∈ X ∗,∑
i∈V
E
[‖xi,k − x∗‖2 | Fk−1]
≤
∑
i∈V
‖xi,k−1 − x∗‖2 − 2αk
∑
i∈V
(f(z¯k)− f(x∗))
− 1
2cC2g
∑
i∈V
dist2(pi,k,X )
+ 2αkCf
∑
i∈V
‖zi,k − z¯k‖+DNα2k.
Since z¯k ∈ X , we have f(z¯k) − f(x∗) ≥ 0. Thus, under the
assumption
∑∞
k=0 α
2
k < ∞ and Lemma 7(c), the above rela-
tion satisfies all the conditions of the convergence Theorem 1.
Using this theorem, we have the following results.
Result 1: The sequence {∑i∈V ‖xi,k − x∗‖} is convergent
a.s. for every x∗ ∈ X ∗.
Result 2: For every x∗ ∈ X ∗,
∞∑
k=1
αk(f(z¯k)− f(x∗)) <∞ a.s.
From Result 1 and Lemma 6(b), we know that the sequence
{∑i∈V ‖zi,k−x∗‖} is convergent a.s. for every x∗ ∈ X ∗. This
and Lemma 7(b) imply that ‖z¯k − x∗‖ is also convergent a.s.
for every x∗ ∈ X ∗. From Result 2, ∑∞k=1 αk = ∞, and the
continuity of f , it follows that the sequence {z¯k} must have
one accumulation point in the set X ∗ a.s. This and the fact
that {‖z¯k − x∗‖} is convergent a.s. for every x∗ ∈ X ∗ imply
that for a random point x? ∈ X ∗,
lim
k→∞
z¯k = x
? a.s. (41)
We now prove the following claim: For all i ∈ V
lim
k→∞
xi,k = x
? a.s. (42)
Consider
‖xi,k − x?‖ ≤ ‖xi,k − zi,k‖+ ‖zi,k − z¯k‖+ ‖z¯k − x?‖.
From Lemma 6(b), Lemma 7(b) and (41), all the terms on the
right-hand side converge to zero a.s. Therefore, it is obvious
that claim (42) holds, which is our desired result.
D. Proof of Proposition 2
The line of proof is similar to that in Proposition 1.
Therefore, we only lay down the differences.
Using the definition of pi in Lemma 1, we have
[pi]j =
∑
i∈V
[pi]i[W ]ij , for all j ∈ V. (43)
Also, in the proof we consider the following weighted averages
rather than the true averages x¯k, p¯k and z¯k.
xˆk ,
∑
i∈V
[pi]ixi,k, pˆk ,
∑
i∈V
[pi]ipi,k, (44)
and zˆk ,
∑
i∈V
[pi]izi,k.
First, notice that Lemma 5 still holds in this case as it does
not require Assumption 1.
Changes in Lemma 4: Combining with the results in [5],
[16], [55]–[58], Lemma 4 still holds in this case by replacing
θ¯k with θˆk ,
∑
i∈V [pi]iθi,k and re-defining the constants γ
and β as
γ = 2, β = 1− 1
NN
.
If in addition the underlying graph G is regular, then we have
γ =
√
2, β = min
{
1− 1
4N3
, max
k≥1
σ2(W )
}
,
where σ2(W ) is the second largest singular value of W .
Changes in Lemma 6: By multiplying [pi]i to (25) and
summing over i ∈ V , we obtain∑
i∈V
E
[
[pi]idist
2(xi,k,X ) | Fk−1
] ≤∑
i∈V
[pi]idist
2(pi,k,X )
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− 1
2cC2g
∑
i∈V
[pi]idist
2(pi,k,X ) +DNα2k. (45)
From the definition of pi,k in (7a) and the convexity of the
distance function, we have∑
i∈V
[pi]idist
2(pi,k,X ) ≤
∑
i∈V
∑
j∈V
[pi]i[W ]ijdist
2(xj,k−1,X )
≤
∑
j∈V
[pi]jdist
2(xj,k−1,X ),
where the last inequality follows from (43). Combining this
result with (45), we obtain∑
i∈V
E
[
[pi]idist
2(xi,k,X ) | Fk−1
] ≤∑
i∈V
[pi]idist
2(xi,k−1,X )
− 1
2cC2g
∑
i∈V
[pi]idist
2(pi,k,X ) +DNα2k,
in which all the conditions of Theorem 1 holds. Hence, all
the remaining results follow immediately.
Changes in Lemma 7: All the results still hold by replacing
z¯k, p¯k and x¯k with zˆk, pˆk and xˆk, respectively. Especially,
from relation (43) we have
pˆk =
∑
i∈V
[pi]i
∑
j∈V
[W ]ijxj,k−1 =
∑
j∈V
[pi]jxj,k−1 = xˆk−1,
and all the results follow immediately.
Changes in Proposition 1: By multiplying [pi]i to (40),
summing this over i ∈ V and considering fi(x) = 1N a>x,
we have∑
i∈V
[pi]i‖xi,k − x∗‖2 ≤
∑
i∈V
[pi]i‖pi,k − x∗‖2
− 2αk
N
a>(zˆk − x∗)− 3
4C2g
∑
i∈V
[pi]i
(
g+(pi,k, ωi,k)
)2
+
1
4cC2g
∑
i∈V
[pi]idist
2(pi,k,X ) +DNα2k,
where we used the fact that
∑
i∈V [pi]izi,k = zˆk.
Now we use (43) and Assumption 4 to obtain almost surely
for any k ≥ 1 and x∗ ∈ X ∗,∑
i∈V
E
[
[pi]i‖xi,k − x∗‖2 | Fk−1
]
≤
∑
i∈V
[pi]i‖xi,k−1 − x∗‖2 − 2αk
N
a>(zˆk − x∗)
− 1
2cC2g
∑
i∈V
[pi]idist
2(pi,k,X ) +DNα2k.
Since zˆk ∈ X , we have a>(zˆk − x∗) ≥ 0. Thus, under the as-
sumption
∑∞
k=0 α
2
k <∞ and Lemma 6(a), the above relation
satisfies all the conditions of the convergence Theorem 1.
Using this theorem, we have the following results.
Result 1: The sequence {∑i∈V [pi]i‖xi,k − x∗‖} is conver-
gent a.s. for every x∗ ∈ X ∗.
Result 2: For every x∗ ∈ X ∗,
∞∑
k=1
αka
>(zˆk − x∗) <∞ a.s.
From Result 1 and Lemma 6(b), we know that the sequence
{∑i∈V [pi]i‖zi,k − x∗‖} is convergent a.s. for every x∗ ∈ X ∗.
This and Lemma 7(b) imply that ‖zˆk−x∗‖ is also convergent
a.s. for every x∗ ∈ X ∗. From Result 2, ∑∞k=1 αk = ∞, it
follows that the sequence {zˆk} must have one accumulation
point in the set X ∗ a.s. This and the fact that {‖zˆk − x∗‖} is
convergent a.s. for every x∗ ∈ X ∗ imply that for a random
point x? ∈ X ∗,
lim
k→∞
zˆk = x
? a.s.
The remaining results follow immediately.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide a numerical example showing
the effectiveness of the proposed decentralized approximate
projection algorithm. We consider optimal gossip averaging
which is an example of decentralized optimization.
In many decentralized algorithms, gossip based commu-
nication protocols are often used. In these communication
protocols, only one agent randomly wakes up at a time (say
agent i) and selects one of its neighbors (say agent j) with
probability pij . Then, the two agents exchange their current
information through the link (i, j) and take the average. Let
A(i, j) denote the averaging matrix associated with the link
(i, j). For example, the averaging matrix A(1, 2) of a 4-agent
network system looks like
A(1, 2) =

1/2 1/2 0 0
1/2 1/2 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 .
Note that the expectation of the averaging matrix A can be
represented as E[A] = 1N
∑
i,j∈V pijA(i, j).
Let P denote the probability matrix whose component of
the i-th row and j-th column is pij . Our goal here is to
find an optimal probability matrix P ∗ associated with the
current communication graph, which is time-invariant and
connected, in a decentralized fashion. The convergence speed
of the gossip protocol is known to be inversely proportional
to λ2(E(A)), which is the second largest eigenvalue of the
expected averaging matrix E[A] (see [59]). Thus, the optimiza-
tion problem of finding the fastest averaging distribution P ∗
can be formulated as the following SDP:
min
s,P
s (46a)
s.t.
∑
i,j∈V
pijA(i, j)− 11>  sI (46b)
pij ≥ 0, pij = 0 if (i, j) 6∈ E (46c)∑
j∈V
pij = 1, for i ∈ V. (46d)
An optimal P ∗ of the problem (46a)-(46d) computed in a
centralized fashion is not useful as gossip protocol is usually
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR ALL NETWORK AGENTS TO CONVERGE
WITHIN 0.01% OF THE GLOBAL AVERAGE
clique cycle star
N = 4 2,170 2,819 7,190
N = 15 2,179 8,280 18,541
required in a decentralized setting. A decentralized method
has been proposed in [59], but the method only finds a
suboptimal solution. Using our proposed algorithm, we can
find the optimal solution of (46a)-(46d) in a decentralized way.
With a slight abuse of notation, let x , [s;P ]. In this
problem, all agents share the same local objective function,
i.e., fi(x) = s for all i ∈ V , whereas each agent i has a local
constraint set Xi = X 1i ∩X 2i where
X 1i = {x |
∑
i,j∈V
pijA(i, j)− 11>  sI},
X 2i = {x |
∑
j∈V
pij = 1, pij ≥ 0, pij = 0 if j 6∈ Ni}.
At each iteration of our algorithm, we randomly select a
component constraint from Xi and make a projection. More
specifically, we approximate the projection onto the SDP
constraint X 1i using the equation (11). Note that the constraints
(46c)-(46d), which are distributed among agents, will guar-
antee the structure of the underlying communication graph.
Therefore, agents do not require knowledge on the whole
graph structure.
We note that due to the compactness of the set X 2i , the
problem (46a)-(46d) satisfies Assumption 2 and the optimal
solution set X ∗ is nonempty. Assumptions 1, 3 and 5 can be
satisfied by construction. Assumption 4 is also satisfied as all
inequalities are affine in this case.
We let all agents terminate if their solution is within 0.01%
of the global average and the total feasibility violation is less
than 0.001. We say the algorithm has converged only when all
network agents terminate. Note that this global average based
criterion is just used for the sake of simulations. Also, due to
the randomness of our algorithm, we repeat all the simulations
for 10 times and report their averages.
Table I summarizes the simulation results. It shows the
number of iterations until convergence for different numbers
of agents (N ) and underlying communication topologies (Gk).
In the experiment, we use αi,k = 1k for all i ∈ V , and
4, 15 agents with three different network topologies, namely
clique, cycle and star. Note that for this problem the underlying
network must be time-invariant, i.e., Gk = G for k ≥ 1, as the
gossip algorithm in [59] is built on a fixed undirected graph.
As expected, the star graph takes the most iterations for both
N = 4, 15. Also, when there are more agents in the network,
the algorithm takes more iterations.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have studied a distributed optimization problem defined
on a multiagent network which involves nontrivial constraints
like LMIs. We have proposed a decentralized algorithm based
on random feasibility updates, where we approximate the
projection with an additional subgradient step. The proposed
algorithm is efficiently applicable for solving any distributed
optimization problems which involve lots of computationally
prohibitive constraints, for example, decentralized SDPs. We
have established the almost sure convergence of our method
under two different assumptions on the weight matrices,
namely doubly stochastic {Wk} over a Q-strongly connected
sequence of digraphs and row stochastic W over a strongly
connected digraph. We have performed experiments on an
optimal gossip averaging problem to verify the performance
and convergence of the proposed algorithm.
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